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Project Management for Engineering, Business and Technology is a
highly regarded textbook that addresses project management
across all industries. First covering the essential background,
from origins and philosophy to methodology, the bulk of the book
is dedicated to concepts and techniques for practical
application. Coverage includes project initiation and proposals,
scope and task definition, scheduling, budgeting, risk analysis,
control, project selection and portfolio management, program
management, project organization, and all-important "people"
aspects—project leadership, team building, conflict resolution,
and stress management. The systems development cycle is used as
a framework to discuss project management in a variety of
situations, making this the go-to book for managing virtually
any kind of project, program, or task force. The authors focus
on the ultimate purpose of project management—to unify and
integrate the interests, resources and work efforts of many
stakeholders, as well as the planning, scheduling, and budgeting
needed to accomplish overall project goals. This sixth edition
features: updates throughout to cover the latest developments in
project management methodologies; a new chapter on project
procurement management and contracts; an expansion of case study
coverage throughout, including those on the topic of
sustainability and climate change, as well as cases and examples
from across the globe, including India, Africa, Asia, and
Australia; and extensive instructor support materials, including
an instructor’s manual, PowerPoint slides, answers to chapter
review questions and a test bank of questions. Taking a
technical yet accessible approach, this book is an ideal
resource and reference for all advanced undergraduate and
graduate students in project management courses, as well as for
practicing project managers across all industry sectors.
Information Technology Project Management, RevisedCengage
Learning
"The objectives of the proposed book are to provide techniques
and tools appropriate for building application portfolios and
develop strategies that increase financial
performance"--Provided by publisher.
This book presents a chronological approach to managing small,
medium, and large projects, and is suitable for all majors,
including business, engineering, healthcare, and more.
Information Systems Development
The Project Manager's Guide to Health Information Technology
Implementation
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Project Management Absolute Beginner's Guide
The Essentials of Project Management
With Cases and Examples
The fourth edition of Essentials of Project Management is the complement to Dennis Lock's
comprehensive, and encyclopaedic textbook; Project Management (now in its Tenth Edition).
Essentials provides a concise account of the principles and techniques of project management,
designed to meet the needs of the business manager or student. Using examples and illustrations,
the author introduces the key project management procedures and explains clearly how and when
to use them. More people than ever before need to understand the basic processes, language and
purpose of project working. Essentials of Project Management remains the ideal text for anyone
new to project working, including; senior managers, project sponsors, stakeholders or students
studying project management as part of a wider business qualification or degree.
Information and communication technologies are widely used to improve organizational
efficiency and ensure effective workflows. Technology and software systems provide the
opportunity to improve productivity and efficiency when used correctly; however, professionals
continue to encounter challenges in a variety of settings. Improving Organizational Effectiveness
with Enterprise Information Systems analyzes the challenges and solutions associated with
integrating new technologies in organizations, including key topics in cloud computing, project
management, and operational procedure development and implementation. This publication is an
essential reference source for senior managers, CIOs, ICT professionals, project managers,
researchers, academicians, and upper level students interested in the applications and advances in
ICTs and IS.
The 5th Edition of Jack Marchewka's Information Technology Project Management focuses on
how to create measurable organizational value (MOV) through IT projects. The author uses the
concept of MOV, combined with his own research, to create a solid foundation for making
decisions throughout the project's lifecycle. The book's integration of project management and IT
concepts provides students with the tools and techniques they need to develop in this field.
Given the pace at which projects must be completed in an era of global hypercompetition and
turbulence, examining the project management profession within the contexts of international
trade and globalization is essential to encourage the highest level of efficiency and agility. Agile
project management provides a flexible approach to managing projects as it allows a team to
break large projects down into more manageable tasks that can be tackled in short iterations or
sprints, thus enabling a team to adapt to change quickly and deliver work fast. Contemporary
Challenges for Agile Project Management highlights the modern struggles that face businesses
and leaders as they work to implement agile project management within their processes and try to
gain a competitive edge through cross-functional team collaboration. Covering many
underrepresented topics related to areas such as critical success factors, data science, and project
leadership, this book is an essential resource for project leaders, managers, supervisors, business
leaders, consultants, researchers, academicians, and students and educators of higher education.
Information Technology for Management
Breakthrough Technology Project Management
Perspectives and Techniques for Improving Information Technology Project Management
Information Systems: People, Organizations, Institutions, and Technologies
Managing Information Technology

This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include
any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. Succeed as a project
manager, even if you’ve never run a project before! This
book is the fastest way to master every project management
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task, from upfront budgeting and scheduling through
execution, managing teams through closing projects, and
learning from experience. Updated with more insights from
the front lines, including agile approaches, dealing with
security and privacy priorities, and leading remote/virtual
teams, along with the latest on Microsoft Project and PMI
standards and certifications and a special bonus chapter on
preparing for the PMP certification. This book will show you
exactly how to get the job done, one incredibly clear and
easy step at a time. Project management has never, ever been
this simple! Who knew how simple project management could
be? This is today’s best beginner’s guide to modern project
management… simple, practical instructions for succeeding
with every task you’ll need to perform! Here’s a small
sample of what you’ll learn: • Master the key skills and
qualities every project manager needs • Lead projects, don’t
just “manage” them • Avoid 15 most common mistakes new
project managers make • Learn from troubled, successful, and
“recovered” projects • Set the stage for success by
effectively defining your project • Build a usable project
plan and an accurate work breakdown structure (WBS) • Create
budgets and schedules that help you manage risk • Use
powerful control and reporting techniques, including earned
value management • Smoothly manage project changes, issues,
risks, deliverables, and quality • Manage project
communications and stakeholder expectations • Organize and
lead high-performance project teams • Manage crossfunctional, cross-cultural, and virtual projects • Work
successfully with vendors and Project Management Offices •
Make the most of Microsoft Project and new web-based
alternatives • Get started with agile and “critical chain”
project management • Gain key insights that will accelerate
your learning curve • Know how to respond to real-life
situations, not just what they teach you in school
Until now, books available for information systems project
management focused either on information technology or
production and operations. Information Systems Project
Management reflects new thinking about the need for balance
between technology topics and production-operations issues
needed to manage successful IS projects.
Recreates the experience of dozens of projects, both
successful and failed, to provide a real-world context for
learning.
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"This book presents the latest research, case studies, best
practices, and methodologies within the field of IT project
management, offering research from top experts around the
world in a variety of IT project management applications and
job sectors"--Provided by publisher.
Contemporary Challenges for Agile Project Management
Introduction to Project Management
On-Demand Strategies for Performance, Growth and
Sustainability
Information Technology as a Facilitator of Social Processes
in Project Management and Collaborative Work
A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®
Guide) – Seventh Edition and The Standard for Project
Management (RUSSIAN)
"This book provides a compendium of terms, definitions and
explanations of concepts, processes and acronyms that
reflect the growing trends, issues, and applications of
technology project management"--Provided by publisher.
Although there are many books of methods and tools in
different areas, few books actually give detailed tips and
lessons on how to effectively set up and manage projects.
Most books on project management devote all their space to
specific methods. Breakthrough Technology Project
Management, Second Edition provides tangible guidelines
through examples and suggestions to help people participate
in and manage projects more effectively. The authors'
techniques and guidelines have been proven over the past 15
years in courses and counseling. This book is a valuable
tool for those working in information systems, engineering,
computer science, operations and production, and other
environments involving project management.
Whether you're taking the CPHIMS exam, or simply want the
most current and comprehensive overview in healthcare
information and management systems today?this updated
publication has it all. But for those preparing for the
CPHIMS exam, this text book is an ideal study partner.
Many of the project management methods and techniques of the
past are still being used today, even though the technology,
management and environment have changed. Information
Technology Project Management explores the need to employ a
modern project management approach to reflect today's
environment. Focusing on IT projects, Lientz provides a
comprehensive examination of the project management process,
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from the initiation of the project through to the planning,
design, execution and closing. Key Features: • Detailed
coverage of PMBoK and PRINCE2 methodologies • Explores the
practical aspects of project management • Extensive case
studies from a variety of industries • Checklists and
scorecards to measure all aspects of the project management
process • Coverage of HRM and other 'soft' elements of
project management • Guidelines on preventing project
problems and failure Based on the authors own extensive
industry and teaching practice, Information Technology
Project Management is an essential resource for
undergraduate, postgraduate and MBA students studying
project management. Earlier editions of this work were
published as Breakthrough Technology Project Management.
Innovation Management
Researching the Future in Information Systems
Challenges in Practice, Theory, and Education Volume 2
Information Technology Project Management
Improving Organizational Effectiveness with Enterprise
Information Systems
The ItAIS (http://www.itais.org) is the Italian chapter of the Association for
Information Systems (AIS: http://www.aisnet.org) which brings together both
individual and institutional members. The Italian chapter has been established in
2003, and since then, it has promoted the exchange of ideas, experiences and
knowledge among academics and professionals in Italy, devoted to the
development, management, organization and use of Information Systems. The
contents of this book are based on a selection of the best papers presented at the
Annual Conference of the ItAIS, that has been held in Paris, in December 2008.
The book adopts an interdisciplinary approach, recognizing the need to harness a
number of different disciplines in both the theory and the practice of information
systems. The work here presented is comprehensive and up-to-date in this subject.
The contributions to this volume aim to disseminate academic knowledge and
might be particularly relevant to practitioners in the field.
Information technology is ever-changing, and that means that those who are
working, or planning to work, in the field of IT management must always be
learning. In the new edition of the acclaimed Information Technology for
Management, the latest developments in the real world of IT management are
covered in detail thanks to the input of IT managers and practitioners from top
companies and organizations from around the world. Focusing on both the
underlying technological developments in the field and the important business
drivers performance, growth and sustainability—the text will help students explore
and understand the vital importance of IT’s role vis-a-vis the three components of
business performance improvement: people, processes, and technology. The book
also features a blended learning approach that employs content that is presented
visually, textually, and interactively to enable students with different learning
styles to easily understand and retain information. Coverage of next technologies
is up to date, including cutting-edged technologies, and case studies help to
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reinforce material in a way that few texts can.
Communication is frequently identified in the literature as a major factor
impacting Information Technology (IT) project failure. The importance of
communication is amplified in buyer - seller relationships through the long-term
impact of project failures on the future business of IT vendors with their
customers. The formal communication between IT project sponsors from buyer
firms and project managers from IT vendor firms within business to business
markets is investigated through this study. Typical communication patterns
between project sponsor and manager in high and low performing projects are
identified. The antecedents of these patterns are assessed and the effectiveness of
project sponsor - manager communication investigated. A multi-method approach
is used with a quantitative analysis of a worldwide survey with 200 responses,
followed by a qualitative analysis of three interviews with pairs of project sponsor
and manager, each pair from the same project. Results show that project sponsors
expect more analytic and verbal communication from project managers. A model
shows the development from frequent informal communication to formal
communication between project managers and sponsors. A second model shows
how communication in high performing projects is determined by the level of
collaboration between project managers and sponsors, as well as the degree of
structure in project execution. Effectiveness of project sponsor and manager
communication is found to be decreased through written statements about recent
achievements, and increased through face-to-face meetings of the parties. A series
of recommendations is provided to improve project sponsor - manager
communication.
Plan, Information Systems Project Management helps you successfully deliver
your projects on time, on budget, and with desired results.
Communication of Information Technology Project Sponsors and Managers in
Buyer-Seller Relationships
Providing Measurable Organizational Value
Information Technology Project Management, Revised
Project Management for Engineering, Business and Technology

Professor Kathy Schwalbe, author of Information Technology Project
Management, Seventh Edition and An Introduction to Project Management,
Fifth Edition, has teamed up with Dan Furlong to provide this much-needed
text for healthcare students and professionals. Dan manages the Project
Management Office for the Medical University of South Carolina and also
teaches project management in their Master in Health Administration program.
Unique Features: Uses the Project Management Institute's PMBOK(r) Guide,
Fifth Edition (2013) Provides in-depth examples for initiating, planning,
executing, monitoring and controlling, and closing healthcare projects Includes
over 60 template files and samples of important project documents (a business
case, project charter, scope statement, project schedule, change request,
quality control charts, etc.) Features in each chapter provide real-world
examples and references, including Opening Cases and Case Wrap-Ups,
examples of What Went Right, What Went Wrong, Media Snapshots, Best
Practices, Video Highlights, and Healthcare Perspectives related to project
management Includes a Brief Guide to Microsoft Project 2013, the most
popular project management software today, with a free 60-day trial available
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from Microsoft Provides healthcare industry case studies and other teaching
resources Includes a companion Web site with interactive quizzes, template
files, links to sites mentioned in the text, and much more Instructors can
access a secure site with lecture slides, test banks, etc. Visit
www.healthcarepm.com for more information"
This book was written for experienced project management professionals and
executives who find themselves in front of difficult projects and want to be
successful. Managing projects in today’s rapidly changing business
environment has proven to be more challenging than most project managers
and executives would like to admit. This is evidenced by the alarming number
of projects that fail to complete within budget, on time, with the right scope,
with the righty quality, and a highly satisfied customer. The chapters are laid
out in a logical sequence and the information is structured in a way that it can
be followed like a recipe book. Each chapter includes the following sections:
Overview, Why is this important, Who is involved, When should someone use
this process, Initial set-up, Execution (how to do it), Summary & Conclusion,
More than you wanted to know and Bibliography. This book also provides an
extensive companion website. The companion website contains tools,
processes, and templates that may be used immediately to complete any size
project or program. The objective of this book is to share best practices
enabling project and program managers to make better decisions and be more
successful. This book contains the most critical aspects of initiating, planning,
executing, controlling, and closing out a project.
There are two different, interdependent components of IT that are important
to a CIO: strategy, which is long-term; and tactical and operational concerns,
which are short-term. Based on this distinction and its repercussions, this book
clearly separates strategy from day-to-day operations and projects from
operations – the two most important functions of a CIO. It starts by discussing
the ideal organization of an IT department and the rationale behind it, and then
goes on to debate the most pressing need – managing operations. It also
explains some best industry standards and their practical implementation, and
discusses project management, again highlighting the differences between the
methodologies used in projects and those used in operations. A special chapter
is devoted to the cutover of projects into operations, a critical aspect seldom
discussed in detail. Other chapters touch on the management of IT portfolios,
project governance, as well as agile project methodology, how it differs from
the waterfall methodology, and when it is convenient to apply each. Taking the
fundamental principles of IT service management and best practices in project
management, the book offers a single, seamless reference for IT managers and
professionals. It is highly practical, explaining how to apply these principles
based on the author’s extensive experience in industry.
Computer technology provides the opportunity for innovation and progress in
the daily operations and initiatives of corporations. Despite the positive
elements of integrating technology into the workplace, corporations continue to
struggle with the challenges created by rapid technological advancements.
Modern Techniques for Successful IT Project Management brings together
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academic research and professional practice to examine the complexity of
implementing technology into the structure and organization of a corporation's
ventures. This publication is an essential reference source for researchers,
professionals, and upper-level university students working in the fields of
project management, information systems, and IT project management
interested in the methodologies and research necessary to improve the impact
of Information Technology.
Project Management Techniques and Innovations in Information Technology
Information Systems Project Management
Perspectives from Strategy, Product, Process and Human Resources Research
Handbook of Research on Technology Project Management, Planning, and
Operations
Preparing for Success in Healthcare Information Management Systems: The
CPHIMS Review Guide
The purpose of this book is to shed light on the performance and
personal competencies of information technology (IT) project
managers in South Africa. Predictive models are built to
determine what project managers consider the crucial
competencies they should possess to deliver an IT project
successfully. This investigation takes place in the context of
poor IT project success rates globally and, in particular, in
South Africa. This novel research seeks to extend the debate on
project success beyond what constitutes success or failure, but
seeks to find clarity in what IT project managers believe are
the essential competencies in practice. This quantitative
research gathered data by way of an online survey based on
literature regarding the Project Management Competency
Development Framework (PMCDF). The population consisted of IT
project managers in South Africa. Four hundred and two
respondents chose to share their insights. Through the use of
descriptive and multivariate statistics, major competency
factors were identified. These factors were used in structural
equation modelling to build various validated predictive models.
This book contributes to the current body of knowledge by
uncovering the competencies that IT project managers consider
themselves competent in. The structural equation models
indicated predictors of perceived competence by IT project
managers and where these perceived competencies differ from
literature. Twelve managerial implications are highlighted in
the final chapter that seek to draw the myriad threads together
into a coherent summary. It is apparent that IT project managers
do not consider the PMCDF important in its entirety, but instead
choose to focus on certain competencies.
PMBOK&® Guide is the go-to resource for project management
practitioners. The project management profession has
significantly evolved due to emerging technology, new approaches
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and rapid market changes. Reflecting this evolution, The
Standard for Project Management enumerates 12 principles of
project management and the PMBOK&® Guide &– Seventh Edition is
structured around eight project performance domains.This edition
is designed to address practitioners' current and future needs
and to help them be more proactive, innovative and nimble in
enabling desired project outcomes.This edition of the PMBOK&®
Guide:•Reflects the full range of development approaches
(predictive, adaptive, hybrid, etc.);•Provides an entire section
devoted to tailoring the development approach and
processes;•Includes an expanded list of models, methods, and
artifacts;•Focuses on not just delivering project outputs but
also enabling outcomes; and• Integrates with PMIstandards+™ for
information and standards application content based on project
type, development approach, and industry sector.
This book starts with discussion on the nature of Information
Technology and how it relates to modern organizational function.
Then a discussion on process design and methodology in project
management, to highlight the increasing importance of projectbased jobs in post COVID-19 world. The discussion on the role of
information technology is all about Organizational Efficiency.
In quest of the organization will remain to increase efficiency
and effectiveness, which is manifested in all actions taken
(strategies) of any given public or private entity. Therefore,
the intertwined functions of information technology, the field
of project management and organizational efficiency are
inseparable. Number of cases are presented in this book to
provide real examples, illustrating what companies do and how
they must continuously search for approaches that increases
productivity efficiency and effectiveness.
Develop a strong understanding of IT project management as you
learn to apply today’s most effective project management tools
and techniques with the unique approach found in Schwalbe's
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECT MANAGEMENT, 9E. Examine the
latest developments and skills as you prepare for the Project
Management Professional (PMP) or Certified Associate in Project
Management (CAPM) exams. This edition reflects content from the
latest PMBOK Guide, 6E and the Agile Practice Guide while
providing a meaningful context for understanding project
management. Hundreds of timely examples highlight IT projects,
while discussion, exercises and cases reinforce learning.
Examples from familiar companies featured in today's news, and a
guide to using Microsoft Project 2016 help you master IT project
management skills that are marketable across the globe.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the
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ebook version.
Information Technology Project Management : a Concise Study
Information technology project managers’ competencies: An
analysis of performance and personal competencies
Strategic Information Technology and Portfolio Management
Information Technology, Project Management & Organizational
Efficiency
Project Management for Healthcare Information Technology

Information technology (IT) projects are unsuccessful at a rate of 65% to 75%
annually, in spite of those undertaking these projects employing the latest
technologies and spending significant amount of time and money on training
and educating employees. Although, many researches have been conducted on
project successes in American companies, there is a lack of research analyzing
the impact of various factors on software project success in offshore IT
companies. The purpose of the quantitative study undertaken for the purpose
of this book is to enhance the understanding the impact of various factors on
software project success in offshore IT companies.
Offering a conceptual framework that integrates strategy, product, process and
human resource research, this timely book interrogates these four critical and
interrelated areas of innovation management. Chapters examine new insights
into the latest trends in the field, providing a holistic view into key
management strategies that benefit both up-and-coming and established
businesses.
In recent years, our world has experienced a profound shift and progression in
available computing and knowledge sharing innovations. These emerging
advancements have developed at a rapid pace, disseminating into and
affecting numerous aspects of contemporary society. This has created a pivotal
need for an innovative compendium encompassing the latest trends, concepts,
and issues surrounding this relevant discipline area. During the past 15 years,
the Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology has become
recognized as one of the landmark sources of the latest knowledge and
discoveries in this discipline. The Encyclopedia of Information Science and
Technology, Fourth Edition is a 10-volume set which includes 705 original and
previously unpublished research articles covering a full range of perspectives,
applications, and techniques contributed by thousands of experts and
researchers from around the globe. This authoritative encyclopedia is an allencompassing, well-established reference source that is ideally designed to
disseminate the most forward-thinking and diverse research findings. With
critical perspectives on the impact of information science management and
new technologies in modern settings, including but not limited to computer
science, education, healthcare, government, engineering, business, and natural
and physical sciences, it is a pivotal and relevant source of knowledge that will
benefit every professional within the field of information science and
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technology and is an invaluable addition to every academic and corporate
library.
This book focuses on providing information on project management specific
for software implementations within the healthcare industry. It can be used as
a beginners guide as well as a reference for current project managers who
might be new to software implementations. Utilizing the Project Management
Institute s (PMI) methodology, the defined process groups and knowledge
areas will be defined related to implementing custom and Commercial Off The
Shelf (COTS) software. The Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is a
standard for developing custom software, but can also be followed for
implementing COTS applications as well. How will the system be set-up from an
architecture and hardware standpoint? What environments will be needed and
why? How are changes managed throughout the project and after? These
questions and more will be reviewed. The differences between types of testing
are defined as well as when each are utilized. Planning for the activation and
measuring the success of the project and how well the strategic need has been
met are key activities that are often not given the time and effort to plan as the
other parts of the implementation project. This new edition updates the
current content to better align with the newest version of the PMI s Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK), the latest technology and
concepts. In addition, this new edition includes additional chapters covering
security and privacy, contract management and system selection and transition
to support.
How to Deliver Function and Value in Information Technology Projects
Healthcare Project Management
IFIP WG 8.2 Working Conference, Future IS 2011, Turku, Finland, June 6-8, 2011,
Proceedings
Modern Techniques for Successful IT Project Management
The Psychology and Management of Project Teams
A Proven, Integrated Healthcare Information Technology Management Solution
Co-written by a certified Project Management Professional and an M.D., Project
Management for Healthcare Information Technology presents an effective
methodology that encompasses standards and best practices from project
management, information technology management, and change management for
a streamlined transition to digital medicine. Each management discipline is
examined in detail and defined as a set of knowledge areas. The book then
describes the core processes that take place within each knowledge area in the
initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and closing stages of a project. Realworld examples from healthcare information technology project leaders identify
how the integrated approach presented in this book leads to successful project
implementations. Coverage Includes: Integrating project, information technology,
and change management methodologies PMBOK Guide process
groups--initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and closing Project
management knowledge areas--integration, scope, time, cost, quality, human
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resource, communication, risk, and procurement management IT management
knowledge areas--user requirements, infrastructure, conversion, software
configuration, workflow, security, interface, testing, cutover, and support
management Change management knowledge areas--realization, sponsorship,
transformation, training, and optimization management
Discover exciting behind-the-scenes opportunities and challenges in technology
today with Schwalbe's unique INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECT
MANAGEMENT, REVISED 7E. This one-of-a-kind book demonstrates the
principles distinctive to managing information technology (IT) projects that
extend well beyond standard project management requirements. No book offers
more up-to-the minute insights and software tools for IT project management
success, including updates that reflect the latest PMBOK Guide, 5th edition, the
global standard for managing projects and earning certification. The book
weaves today's theory with successful practices for an understandable,
integrated presentation that focuses on the concepts, tools, and techniques that
are most effective today. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECT
MANAGEMENT is the only book to apply all ten project management knowledge
areas to IT projects. You master skills in project integration, scope, time, cost,
quality, human resource, communications, risk, procurement, and stakeholder
management as well as all five process groups--initiating, planning, executing,
monitoring and controlling, and closing. Intriguing examples from familiar
companies featured in today's news, a new Agile case, opportunities with
MindView software, and a new chapter on project stakeholder management
further ensure you are equipped to manage information technology projects with
success. The REVISED Seventh Edition has updated Appendix A for Microsoft
Project 2013. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Information Systems Development (ISD) progresses rapidly, continually creating
new challenges for the professionals involved. New concepts, approaches and
techniques of systems development emerge constantly in this field. Progress in
ISD comes from research as well as from practice. This conference will discuss
issues pertaining to information systems development (ISD) in the internetworked digital economy. Participants will include researchers, both
experienced and novice, from industry and academia, as well as students and
practitioners. Themes will include methods and approaches for ISD; ISD
education; philosophical, ethical, and sociological aspects of ISD; as well as
specialized tracks such as: distributed software development, ISD and
knowledge management, ISD and electronic business / electronic government,
ISD in public sector organizations, IOS.
Even though project-management researchers have become increasingly
interested in factors that may have an impact on project-management
effectiveness, their efforts fall short of addressing the "human factor." And,
unfortunately, many project-management scholars are largely unaware of the I/O
psychology literature--relying, for example, on outdated models of motivation
and team development. On the other side, I/O psychologists who research
groups and teams often ignore the contextual influences--such as business
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sector, project type, placement in the organizational hierarchy, and project phase
and maturity--that have a crucial impact on how a project will unfold. In this
volume, a cross-disciplinary set of editors will bring together perspectives from
leading I/O psychology and project-management scholars.
ItAIS:The Italian Association for Information Systems
Factors That Impact Software Project Success in Offshore Information
Technology (IT) Companies
Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology, Fourth Edition
Exam Prep and Comprehensive Resource in One!
Project Management for Information, Technology, Business, and Certification
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the IFIP WG 8.2 Working Conference "Researching the
Future", Future IS 2011, held in Turku, Finland, in June 2011. The 17 revised full papers presented together
with 4 panels and workshops were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The papers
are organized into 6 topical sections: how the future and the past are connected and inter-related; critical
view of the future; technological futures; the future of information technology and work-related practices in
health care; the future of industrial and institutional practices and outcomes through information
technology; and the future of critical realism in IS research.
Project management (PM), as a discipline, has been undergoing an incremental inclusion of theories,
techniques, and processes fromfields related to organizational behavior. Parallel to this has been the
dominance of Information Technology (IT) projects within the field of Project Management. Information
Technology as a Facilitator of Social Processes in Project Management and Collaborative Work provides
emerging research that bridges the gap between IT and project management. While highlighting the
importance of Information Technology and the social process of work, the readers will learn how project
management applies techniques to achieve objectives through IT projects. This book is an important
resource for project managers, executives, IT managers, consultants, students, and educators.
Project Management for Information, Technology, Business, and Certification provides you with proven
project-management processes, broadly-tested techniques, and solid approaches to successfully manage
projects of varying sizes and complexity. IT and business students will find this text useful in educating them
on the important role disciplined project management plays in transforming corporate strategy into reality.
Perspectives and Techniques for Improving Information Technology Project Management discusses the
variety of information systems and how it can improve project management and, likewise, how project
management can affect the growth of information systems. Using new frameworks, technologies and
methods, this comprehensive collection is useful for professionals, researchers and software developers
interested in learning more on this emerging field.
Project Management for Experienced Project Managers
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